
6.2 
Confidence Intervals for the Mean 

(with unknown σ) 

used when pop Standard deviation
is not known



 Used to construct a ___________________________ for a 
population _____________ when the ________________ 
________________________ is _____________ known. 

 Critical values are ________:   

The t-Distribution 

confidence interval arange ofvalues

mean population standard
deviation a not

to

Find to using
your calculator
Distr
InvT
area
df i te te



 1) The ______________________________________ 
are equal to _______________. 

 2) ____________________________ and 
___________________________ about the 
________________. 

 3) _________________ under the curve equals 
______________. 

 4) ___________________ are ____________________ 
than in the standard normal distribution. 

Properties of the t-Distribution 

Mean median and mode
Zero

Bell shaped
symmetric
mean

Area
one
Tails thicker

I



 5) __________________________ is greater than 
____________________. 

 6) Family of _____________________ determined by 
the _______________________________________. 
 The ______________________ of _________________ 

_____________________________ left after a sample 
statistic is calculated.  

 D.f. = _______________________ 

Cont. 

Normal t distribution

Standard deviation
one morespreadout

curves
degree of freedom df

number free
choices

n l



 Degrees of freedom illustration: 
 25 Students in a class 
 25 Chairs in the classroom 
 Each of the first _______________________ to enter the 

classroom has a ___________________ as to which chair 
they will sit in.  There is _______________________ or 
__________________, however, for the _____________ 
student who enters the room. 

Cont.  

24 Students
choice
no freedom

choice 25th

24 degrees of freedom
24 choices

df h I 25 I 24



 7) As the degrees of freedom ___________________, 
the t-distribution approaches the ________________ 
_________________________________________.  

Cont. 

increases
standard

normal distribution



 Find the critical value tc for a 95% confidence level 
when the sample size is 15. 

EX: 

0.95

it f
Distr
maartfea as tc 2



 Find the critical value tc for a 90% confidence level 
when the sample size is 22. 

EX: 

i o

to
Distr
INT
Affea02,05

tc



 1) Find the ___________________________________: 
 
 

 
 2) Identify the _______________________________, 

the _______________________________________, 
and the ___________________________________: 

Constructing a Confidence Interval 
for a Population Mean (σ unknown) 

Sample stats
n samplesize
I samplemean

S sample standard deviation

degrees of freedom n l

level of confidence C

critical value te

off n l
te Usecalculator

like inprevious
2examples



 3) Find the ___________________________________: 
 
 
 

 4) Find ____________________ by _______________ 
and ___________________________ to the sample 
______________________: 

Cont. 

Margin of error E

E to

interval adding
subtracting E

mean x

I E L M L I t E
a

populationmean


